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Introduction
Eileen Cooper is a woman, an artist, a mother, a wife. All these
statements are true, though in random order. All of them are also, no
doubt, key to Cooper’s identity and sense of self: overlapping and
merging, difficult to categorise. In the real world, such indefiniteness,
undefinedness, is the status quo. And in Cooper’s works, her
predominantly female figures can be seen to float, dance, fly and
juggle in a dreamlike, atemporal space in which, quite literally, they
are being rebuilt (for example, Woman Rebuilding Herself I, 1991).
This exhibition, which stems from her gift of ten drawings to
the Royal Academy of Arts, focuses solely on Cooper’s works
on paper – her drawings in various different media. Its title, Hide
and Seek, captures the playful aspects of childhood games, so
often foregrounded in Cooper’s works, but also might refer to the
backgrounding (or hiding) of certain aspects of the self in order
to take on new roles (such as mother, wife, artist … ) – something
seemingly specifically relevant to women artists – and the seeking
to retrieve buried aspects and to rebuild one’s identity, to reunite
one’s character traits into a whole: repeatedly asking ‘Who or what is
seen?’ and ‘Who or what must remain hidden?’.
Cooper’s themes of sexuality, fertility and creativity1 directly
address her womanhood and have often taken precedence in
discussions of her work over its formal characteristics.2 In an
attempt to redress this balance, we look first at the role of drawing in
Cooper’s work and then consider, through the themes of the rooms
(the gift, motherhood and identity) how Cooper uses them – and her
pencil or chalk and paper – as a means of exploring and asserting
her own sense of self: juggling, balancing, hiding, revealing and
rebuilding, in the continual game of life.

Woman Rebuilding Herself I, 1991
Charcoal
Private collection

Drawn from the imagination
Until we can insert a USB into our ear and download our thoughts,
drawing remains the best way of getting visual information on to the page.
Grayson Perry3
Drawing is, in effect, the basis of all visual arts. Formally, it offers the
widest scope for the expression of artistic intentions: objects, space, depth
and even motion can all be captured through drawing. Furthermore, the
immediacy of the medium gives it a certain intimacy, a direct link to the
artist’s imagination, rendering it a spontaneous exposition of thought and
personality – of identity.
Historically, drawing has generally formed a key part of an artist’s work,
providing a means to understanding the world. An imposed hierarchy,
however, has often placed drawing below painting and sculpture, as
something secondary, or, perhaps, preliminary: a medium for studies and
preparatory sketches. Cooper’s drawings, however, are by no means either
secondary or preliminary – they are very much finished works in their own
right. Their large scale – Tree House II (1990) measures 284 x 176 cm;
Tree House I, at nearly 300 cm high, would not fit into the gallery – reflects
the importance Cooper accords these works, in which she experiments
with a variety of papers and materials, collages together multiple sheets of
paper, and works with strong and energetic lines, no doubt influenced by
her printmaking experience: ‘Line dominates the practice, and I think in that
sense I am really a graphic artist’, she says. Cooper also speaks of being
‘stimulated by the paper’ and of the ‘sheer pleasure’ of working with it.
Her works often play with the relationship of outline colour to body
colour and the colour of the paper showing through from behind. Moreover,
the way she crops the composition to fill the sheet or frame has an
undeniable element of the sublime.4 Her earliest drawings from the late
1970s and early 80s depict figures ascending and descending a ladder
(e.g. Climbing the Ladder, 1977) and on a swing (Higher and Higher IV,
1982), both themes to which she has frequently returned, with the motif
taking on new meaning as the series develop. Cooper draws from her
imagination. ‘It is a release for me not having to engage with a model’, she
admits; in fact, ‘It was only when I stopped drawing from life that I could
work imaginatively’ and by ‘instinct not intellect’.5 ‘Ideally I use my own
hands or feet for feeling how a body is when crouched, but I have drawn

a lot in the past’, Cooper said back in 1985.6 ‘Sometimes I will see things
happening in the process of drawing that I had not been able to think were
going to happen. I will exploit them quite consciously then and work with
them.’ So it is clear that for Cooper, drawing really is a direct channel to the
imagination.
The gift
Every child is an artist. The problem is how to remain an artist once
we grow up.
Attributed to Pablo Picasso
Cooper’s gift to the Royal Academy comprises ten works in mixed media
on Japanese paper, all dating from around 2000. These contemplative
female figures capture some of the key aspects of all Cooper’s works on
paper: her exploration of and engagement with the media (both the markmaking media and the paper itself), her ‘twisted, acrobatic and crowded-tothe-edge figures’,7 her dedication to the figurative and her earthy, almost
primitive choice of colours.
The works employ a mixture of ink, pastel, charcoal and Conté crayons,
and the colours are secondary and tertiary, calling to mind cave paintings.
One critic has described Cooper’s figures (albeit in a different series
of works) as ‘set in a hallucinatory non-space; the space of dreams, of
extreme psychic states, of fantasy, of memory – in short, with everything
which is not to do with the concrete and the everyday.’8 To some extent
this is true, but, at the same time, there is an absolute sense of reality to
the figures, both male and female, tenderly entwined, somersaulting and
leaping, playing games, dancing. They seem to be happy in their unclothed
bodies and ‘in a state of harmony with the world’.9
Much has been made of the unclothed aspect of Cooper’s figures.
Another critic described her in 1989 as ‘Britain’s new young nudist
superstar’,10 but Cooper is keen to protest that she doesn’t see her figures
as naked, just ‘beautifully free of clothes’, ‘primal’ and ‘clothed in colour’.11
‘Without clothes they are timeless, more universal. I am not concerned with
fashion and all the trappings that people hide behind. Birthday suits don’t
lie.’12 One commentator has suggested that Cooper’s figures possess ‘a
larger than life boldness due not so much to childlike innocence but to

the kind of confidence we imagine Eve and Adam had before the Fall’.13
I would suggest, however, that they enjoy both an innocence and a certain
knowledge, a privileged duality. While another writer notes that ‘most
histories of childhood are the product of adult (re)constructions’,14 Cooper,
it seems, has the ability to present a history of adulthood through the eyes
of a child.
Motherhood
When the good Lord was creating mothers, He was into His sixth day of
overtime when the angel appeared and said: ‘You’re doing a lot of fiddling
around on this one.’
Erma Bombeck15
With the arrival of her two sons, Sam and Will, in the mid-1980s, Cooper
found herself drawing about the experience of motherhood. ‘I didn’t
intend to use the experience at all’, she says. ‘When I was pregnant I never
imagined myself doing mother and child pictures, not in my wildest dreams,
and it is very surprising that it has come through in a very straightforward
way. I think that they are the most straightforward pieces I have ever
done.’16
The mother-and-child is one of the oldest continually treated subjects
in the history of art. Even in the last couple of centuries, since the motif
began to shed some of its previous religious and historical associations, it
has remained a theme burdened by convention. Certainly women artists
such as Berthe Morisot (1841–95), Mary Cassatt (1844–1926), Paula
Modersohn-Becker (1876–1907) and Käthe Kollwitz (1867–1945)
have injected reflections on the social mores of their times, yet they still
all represent the mother as mother and the child as child, capturing an
intimate mother-child relationship.17 Cooper, however, is less interested in
this interpersonal dynamic, instead presenting the world as observed and
discovered from the eyes of a child – both those of her children, shown
with birds to represent their independent spirits, but also her own eyes,
those of a woman seeking to rediscover the world from a new position.
Cooper’s children are mini-adults, while her mother figure is also shown to
be a child – a timeless, eternal child, piecing together her changing identity
as she takes on ever more new roles.

The works are tender and perceptive, honest and playful. They
document motherhood from all angles – again, offering a duality of
perception.18 Nurture and creativity are brought together, as Cooper
presents the mother as artist, literally imagining her own character and
future on the canvas or paper in front of her (e.g. The Idealist, 2011).
Identity: Piecing it all (back) together
Who in the world am I? Ah, that’s the great puzzle.
Lewis Carroll19
As Cooper’s work progresses, so does her life. Or ought that to be the
other way round? The mother and artist portrayed on paper struggles to
clamber and balance, contort and resurface, perpetually recreating herself.
In one of her most metaphorical works, The Sad Tree (1983), Cooper
represents the woman as a tree, budding, growing, reaching beyond
the frame for the sky. But why is she sad? What can she not attain?
According to Cooper, a lot of her work is about trying to find space for
an adult love relationship as well as a mother-child relationship. As one
commentator has said: ‘She records triumph and tenderness, loneliness
and that impulsive desire for independence, all of which must help motivate
the development of her art that continues despite the demands of
motherhood.’20
Cooper’s works are both a figurative and a literal piecing together,
reassembling, of the self. Their large scale not only shows her seriousness
about and dedication to the medium of drawing, but the collaging
together of multiple pages, as the image grows and continues to defy
the restrictions of the paper’s edge, make it clear that the artist will not
be stunted or held back. It is no exaggeration to assert that ‘paradoxically
these works gain in subtlety of gesture and meaning as they gain in size’.21
In more recent works, Cooper’s figures have acquired clothing, a
feature that appears to coincide with the removal of her earlier filled and
busy backgrounds.22 These newer works are, accordingly, calmer, with
less primal passion. Animals appear more frequently. The figures are
seen to be creating and performing, fully absorbed, sometimes with boats
representative of the journey of life (e.g. Challenge, 2008). Cooper lost
her mother in 2003: might one reflect that such a key event finally forced

the artist to become the adult, no longer a child herself, and accordingly
to discover shame, as when Eve ate the apple, thus provoking her to
cover both her figures and herself? Of course one might, for one is free
to interpret. ‘My work is rooted in the real world but full of imaginative
possibilities’, says Cooper. ‘To some extent it is personal, but it’s not
autobiographical.’ Narrative elements are suggested, but they are left
for viewers to interpret and develop, thus absorbing them into the work,
allowing them to take on that role, to steer that journey, finish that drawing,
to reach dry land or stumble, to hide or to seek. Following Michel Foucault,
the process of subjectification is understood as a dialectic of freedom
and constraint:23 hence the ladders, swings and trapeze. The situations
are unlikely, precarious, yet somehow still balanced and serene. Unity
has been deconstructed, subjectivity is free-floating, and identity may
repeatedly be rebuilt.
It has been suggested that the simplifying of the backgrounds reflects
a fusion of figure and attributes24 – but does this equate to becoming
whole? Can such wholeness ever be achieved? In the feminist critique of
the mind/body split and its counterparts – male/female, culture/nature,
public/private, human/animal – there is an ambition to counterbalance
and transgress the dualistic thinking that is apparent in both scientific
conclusions and disciplinary boundaries.25 Bodies – or figures – are at the
heart of this discussion, seen as the locus where nature and culture meet.
Cooper unites nature and culture through nurture and creativity, but in her
works, bodies are seen from different points of view, often upside down,
moving fast, grasping and holding tight.
In the end we are left with a series of dualities in Cooper’s work, not
least the self and the other, the adult and the child. Another of her critics
perhaps sums this up most succinctly when he writes: ‘[It] is impossible not
to read the naked female figure who inhabits her works as an alter-ego …
The figure is pared to essentials … It has become shorthand, the quickest
way to write “woman”; “I”.’ 26
In Cooper’s works, it is not so much a case of ‘mother and child’ as
‘mother as child’. Eileen Cooper is perennially a child, a blank page. With
every work, she recreates herself anew. If her drawings are preparatory
sketches for anything, it is her evolving identity and, indeed, her life.
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Tree House II, 1990
Charcoal
Collection of the artist

Climbing the Ladder, 1977
Charcoal and pastel
Collection of the artist

Jump, 2001
Ink, pastel, conté, gouache on natural Japanese paper
Promised gift from the artist to the RA Collections

Bathing, 1987
Charcoal and pastel
Private collection

The Sad Tree, 1983
Charcoal
Private collection

Moving a Picture, 2002
Charcoal and pastel
Private Collection
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Challenge, 2008
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Little Man, 1984/5
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Leap of Faith, 2008

Charcoal and pastel
Collection of the artist
Charcoal and pastel
Collection of the artist

Charcoal, pastel and conté
Collection of the artist
Charcoal
Courtesy of Ian Taylor
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Charcoal
Private collection
Charcoal
Private collection

Charcoal and pastel
Private collection
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Private collection
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Collection of the artist
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Collection of the artist

Ink, pastel, conté, watercolour on white
Japanese paper
Ink, pastel, gouache on white Japanese
paper
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Ink, pastel, gouache on
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Charcoal and pastel
Private Collection

Pastel and charcoal
Collection of the artist
Charcoal
Private collection
Charcoal and pastel
Collection of the artist
Charcoal and pastel
Jeremy Levison

Charcoal and pastel
Christopher & Alex Courage
Charcoal
Collection of the artist

Late Night Feed, 1985

Boy with Bird, 1992

Jump, 2001

Designer, 2011

Bathing, 1987

Giant, 1993

Child, 2001

Narrative, 2011

Charcoal
Private collection

Charcoal and pastel
Private collection

The New Baby, 1988
Charcoal
Private collection

Charcoal and pastel
Private collection
Conté and Chalk
Mary Moore

Guardian IV, 2000

Pastel
Collection of the artist

Ink, pastel, conté, gouache
on natural Japanese paper
Ink, pastel, conté, gouache on natural
Japanese paper

Red Sun, 2001

Ink, pastel, conté, gouache on natural
Japanese paper

Pencil
Collection of the artist
Pencil
Collection of the artist

The Idealist, 2011

Pencil
Collection of the artist

Charcoal
Collection of the artist
Ink, gouache and pastel
Marcelle Joseph Collection
Charcoal
Collection of the artist
Charcoal
Collection of the artist
Charcoal and pastel
Collection of the artist
Charcoal and pastel
Collection of the artist

Film at exhibition entrance
Archer, 2015, by Eileen Cooper RA
Time-based art
Filmed by Charlie Paul @ Itch Film
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The Idealist, 2011
Pencil
Collection of the artist
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